ABSTRACT: Protonation of a free-base meso-pyrimidinyl-substituted AB 2 -corrole (H 3 AB 2 ) in ethanol solution by stepwise addition of sulfuric acid has been studied in the temperature range from 293 to 333 K. The formation rate of protonated species was found to depend profoundly on the temperature at which the titration was undertaken. Two steps in the titration curve were identified at temperatures around 293−298 K, whereas one-step formation of protonated species was found to occur at temperatures above 308 K. The protonation product was the same in both cases, i.e., H 4 AB 2 + corrole, protonated at the macrocycle core nitrogen atoms. The two steps in the protonation kinetics at lower temperatures were attributed to protonation of individual tautomers of the free-base H 3 AB 2 corrole. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first well-illustrated (spectrophotometric) observation of individual properties of corrole NH tautomers in fluid solution. Concomitant increase in the NH tautomerization rate with increasing temperature is proposed to account for the one-step protonation. Evidences for the role of individual corrole NH tautomers in the protonation process as well as their optical features are discussed based on spectroscopic results and simulation data.
■ INTRODUCTION
Corroles, contracted tetrapyrrolic macrocycles lacking one meso-carbon atom, have emerged as attractive porphyrinoid materials, notably during the past decade, in which novel synthetic pathways toward meso-triaryl-substituted corroles and numerous postmacrocyclization functionalization protocols have considerably enlarged the set of available corrole structures and their potential applications. 1, 2 Corrole-based materials are nowadays extensively studied as novel catalysts, antitumor treatment, and imaging agents as well as active materials in the design of new sensors and optoelectronic devices. 3, 4 Two major structural peculiarities of corroles relative to porphyrins are the presence of three rather than two NH protons in the coordination core and their lower symmetry. The phenomenon of NH tautomerization has been known for a long time for free-base (Fb) porphyrins and has been studied in detail by NMR and optical spectroscopy methods in both the liquid and solid states. 5 The presence of three NH protons in the corrole macrocyclic core and the inherent asymmetry impose many questions concerning the specific details of the corrole tautomerization mechanism. Quantum chemical calculations predict a substantially lower barrier for corrole tautomerization (2.45 kcal mol −1 ) 6 as compared to that of porphyrins (17 kcal mol −1 ), 7 which leads to a much faster rate of proton migration in the tetrapyrrolic core. The lower symmetry of the Fb corrole macrocycle (C s ) compared to that of a Fb porphyrin (D 2h ) implies that the two tautomeric forms are distinct and structurally quite different (see Scheme 1) , which opens the possibility to detect the two NH tautomers for any corrole derivative, independently of the peripheral substitution pattern and even in fluid solutions at room temperature, in contrast to porphyrins where NH tautomers of symmetrically substituted derivatives have been indistinguishable. Thus, any change in the equilibrium between the two corrole NH tautomers may contribute to the pattern of the ground state absorption spectra as well as to the solvent dependent spectral features of corroles in general. 8 Another distinct feature of corroles is their unusually high NH acidity relative to porphyrins and all other related macrocycles, which holds for both pyrrole-alkylated and meso-substituted derivatives. 9 It was suggested that a possible explanation of such a difference in acid−base equilibria between corroles and porphyrins is the number of NH protons in each state. 9c The proposed hypothesis implies that a monoprotonated corrole should be considered as a species corresponding to a diprotonated porphyrin, while the neutral Fb corrole corresponds to a monoprotonated porphyrin. A number of studies on the acid−base equilibria in corroles have been performed to date, both in aqueous and nonaqueous solvents.
9,10 It was found that the pK a value for the core nitrogen protonation, with formation of monoprotonated H 4 Cor + species, is determined by both the relative basicity of the solvent and the corrole, and the latter can be tuned by substitution with electron-donating or electron-withdrawing groups at the meso-or β-pyrrolic positions of the corrole macrocycle.
9c,10 UV−visible absorption spectra of monoprotonated H 4 Cor + species show a strong pure electronic Q(0−0) band, whereas in spectra of Fb corroles H 3 Cor, the vibronic Q(0−1) bands dominate in the visible range of the spectrum. The protonation of peripheral substituents of corroles has also been observed in addition to protonation of the core nitrogen atoms. Depending on the number of meso-pyridyl substituents, which were able to be protonated, double or triple positively charged species were formed at the end of the titration.
10b It should be stressed that pyridyl substituents are more basic than the core nitrogen atoms and undergo protonation first, so the core nitrogen protonation occurred for the species already bearing a positive charge. However, the electronic absorption spectra for all of these core-protonated corroles were found to keep near resemblance, regardless of the different total charge of the species.
One of the groups involved in this work has developed specific synthetic aspects of meso-pyrimidinylporphyrinoids,= 11 and meso-pyrimidinylcorroles, in particular, 12 with varying substitution patterns. Three families of meso-pyrimidinylsubstituted AB 2 -, A 2 B-, and A 3 -corroles have been prepared (A = 4,6-dichloropyrimidin-5-yl). Extensive results on the synthesis and functionalization, structural elucidation, spectral features, and photophysical properties have recently been reported for these contracted porphyrinoids. 12 It was demonstrated that pyrimidinylcorroles represent attractive scaffolds toward innovative corrole materials. The broad scope of (postmacrocyclization) substitution possibilities of the pyrimidinylcorrole macrocycle, as demonstrated by nucleophilic/electrophilic aromatic substitution (S N Ar/S E Ar) and Pd-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions, allows facile and efficient access to a diversity of functional corrole derivatives. A result with particular interest for the design of corrole compounds with high yielding triplet state formation is that ortho-chlorine groups on the meso-pyrimidinyl substituents are able to increase the intersystem crossing rate constant dramatically by means of the internal heavy-atom effect. Electronic communication between the meso-pyrimidinyl groups and the corrole macrocycle is considered to be a tool for fine-tuning of the macrocycle's basicity−acidity equilibrium. However, there were no studies in this field to date. In this article, we have started to explore the acid−base equilibria of meso-pyrimidinylcorroles. Results on the spectrophotometric titration of 10-(4,6-dichloropyrimidin-5-yl)-5,15-dimesitylcorrole (H 3 AB 2 ) with sulfuric acid in ethanol solution are presented, and the influence of the temperature on the protonation rate is discussed. Special attention is devoted to the role of individual corrole NH tautomers in the formation of the protonated meso-pyrimidinyl-substituted AB 2 -corrole (H 4 AB 2 + ).
■ EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS
10-(4,6-Dichloropyrimidin-5-yl)-5,15-dimesitylcorrole (H 3 AB 2 ) was prepared in accordance with a previously published synthetic procedure. 12a,c Ground state absorption spectra in the temperature range 293−333 K were measured with a UV− vis spectrophotometer PB 2201 (JSC "Solar", Belarus) equipped with a temperature-controlled cell. Corrole concentrations in ethanol solutions were measured spectrophotometrically by means of preliminarily determined extinction coefficients at 298 K: (λ max (EtOH)/nm 410 (log ε/dm 3 mol Spectrophotometric titrations were performed with a Varian Cary 100 spectrophotometer. A temperature-controlled quartz cell was charged with 50 mL of a 1.5·10
−5 M solution of the Fb corrole H 3 AB 2 in ethanol. A solution of sulfuric acid in ethanol (0.01 M) was used as the titrant. The titrant concentration was chosen so that the total volume change of the solution by the end of the titration procedure did not exceed 1%. The solution dilution was taken into account by following eq 1:
with A T the current optical density, A T 0 the initial value of the optical density before adding the titrant, ΣV the total volume of the titrant added, and V 0 the initial volume of the corrole solution. The choice for ethanol as the solvent for the titration was based on the fact that it is inert toward tetrapyrrolic macrocycles and exhibits the properties of a weak acid and a weak base simultaneously. The ethanol−sulfuric acid system has been studied very well in the range of acid concentrations from 0.01 to 11.22 M. 13 The dependence of the Hammett constant H 0 , i.e., the acidity function characterizing the proton donating power of the medium, on the sulfuric acid concentration in an ethanol−sulfuric acid system is described by eq 2: 
where the sulfuric acid concentration C is in M. The dependence of log(C HL + /C L ) on H 0 is a straight line with a slope close to unity, indicating that the acid activity remains constant in the whole acid concentration range.
The solvents used were purified with standard procedures. 14 The pyrimidinylcorrole was purified by column chromatography (silica) prior to use. 12a All experiments were carried out with freshly prepared solutions to minimize degradation of the corrole species upon prolonged exposure to light and air. Equilibrium constants K b were calculated according to standard procedures. 15 The uncertainty in the determination was not higher than ±5%.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ground state absorption spectra for equimolar concentrations of the Fb meso-pyrimidinylcorrole (H 3 AB 2 ) and its protonated counterpart (H 4 AB 2 + ) in the temperature range 293−333 K are shown in Figure 1 . There are no changes in the equilibrium between the Fb and monoprotonated species in the whole temperature range studied. Thus, the isosbestic points hold their positions at 415, 464, and 606 nm, indicating that the same equilibrium is involved in all cases. The maxima of the absorption bands remain also unchanged. Slight decreases in the absorbance of the solutions upon going from 293 to 333 K are due to thermal volume expansion leading to an apparent concentration decrease. This phenomenon accounts for all the optical density changes observed for protonated H 4 AB 2 + molecules. In the case of the Fb corrole molecules, one more factor seems to influence the absorbance changes. Indeed, for the long wavelength absorption band centered at 635 nm, the optical density remains about the same, whereas for all other bands, the optical density value decreases. This fact points to an increase in the absorptivity of this band. Comparison of the peak intensities of the bands centered at 427 and 410 nm upon increasing temperature indicates that the absorptivity of both bands becomes slightly lower but with a different rate. The band centered at 427 nm decreases less than can be expected taking into account the decrease in ethanol density with rising temperature, whereas the band centered at 410 nm decreases more.
The analysis of the temperature behavior of these two bands has been carried out with a van't Hoff plot (Figure 1, inset) . The analyzed value was taken as the ratio of the optical densities at the two wavelengths A 427 /A 410 , which, in fact, is proportional to the ratio of the T1 → T2 and T2 → T1 equilibrium constants for NH tautomerization. The energy difference E S0 = 33 cm −1 between the electronic ground states of the two NH tautomers was determined from the slope of the linear dependence. The population ratio of the two corrole NH tautomers changes with temperature, and the tautomer with higher ground state energy was found to be slightly more populated when the temperature was going from 293 to 333 K. The two above facts should be considered as evidence for the heterogeneity of the Fb corrole species in solution at room temperature. 16 The possible contribution to the measured temperature dependence of absorption from vibrationally hot ground states can be ruled out since, in that case, all the bands in the absorption spectrum would decrease in the same way.
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In the given case, it was observed ( Figure 1 , inset) that the bands exhibit a different temperature dependence.
Gouterman's four-orbital model for tetrapyrrolic compounds was shown to hold in the case of corrole macrocycles too. 6, 18 According to the four-orbital model, the absorbance in the visible and near-UV ranges is due to transitions between the two highest occupied (HOMOs) and the two lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs). 19 The Soret band consists of two overlapping bands corresponding to two electronic transitions. In the case of the Fb porphyrins, it is known that the shape of the Soret band depends on the macrocycle's substitution pattern due to variations in the energy and oscillator strength of these two transitions. However, if two transitions belong to the same molecule, their temperature dependences should be identical. This is not the case for the Fb meso-pyrimidinylcorrole under consideration. Therefore, the two Soret transitions with maxima at 410 and 427 nm should be related with two types of molecules in solution. The presence of (significant amounts of) impurities seems unlikely due to the purification procedures applied during the course of the corrole preparation and the use of freshly prepared solutions (see experimental details).
12a,c For a given NH tautomer, the twists of the aryl rings are the sole source of conformational heterogeneity. In the case under consideration (i.e., the AB 2 -meso-pyrimidinylcorrole H 3 AB 2 ), all ortho-aryl positions are substituted with relatively bulky groups (Cl and Me), so the degree of freedom for twisting is rather limited. The rotation of the aryl moieties over a relatively narrow range is most likely barely affecting the macrocycle's molecular orbitals (as can be concluded based on the available data for tetra-aryl-substituted porphyrins 20 ). In addition, the narrow temperature range used (within 40°) cannot account for a substantial population redistribution between the possible conformers. The temperature dependence of the absorption spectrum of the protonated corrole H 4 AB 2 + , measured in a larger temperature range, can be fully explained with thermal volume expansion of the solvent (temperature-dependent solvent density change), and no sign of possible redistribution between the corrole conformers could be seen. Thus, the possible impact of conformational inhomogeneity on the measured spectra at different temperatures can be minimized.
As proposed above, the most probable origin of the heterogeneity in solution is the coexistence of two NH tautomers of the Fb corrole H 3 AB 2 . When two NH tautomers coexist in solution, four electronic transitions would overlap in the Soret band region. Indeed, the Soret band profile simulation with Gaussian type bands demonstrates that four peaks must be involved (at least) for satisfactory band profile fitting (not shown). Thus, expecting that the two most intense bands belong to different NH tautomers, the temperature dependence can be rationalized in terms of minor population redistribution between them with an increase in temperature. The small difference ΔE S0 implies that two tautomers seem to have comparable concentrations under the given conditions. Therefore, the Soret band with a maximum at 427 nm can be tentatively assigned to the long wavelength tautomer T1, whereas the Soret band peaking at 410 nm belongs to the short wavelength tautomer T2. We like to stress here that there is no contradiction between the very close stability of the two corrole NH tautomer ground states (small ΔE S0 ) and the difference in the electronic structure of the two NH tautomers, which is expected to be distinct. 6 Similar stability of the ground states does not necessarily imply a similar electronic structure. The excited states can be influenced much stronger than the ground states (tentatively, the LUMO seems to be more sensitive to the tautomerization state compared to the HOMO). Indeed, for the two corrole NH tautomers, the difference in the ground state energies is about 33 cm −1 , but the energies of the first electronic transitions of the two NH tautomers differ for almost 1000 cm −1 , as a result of a substantial difference in electronic structure. Similar results have very recently been reported by Nemykin et al., 21 who stated that the difference in the ground state energies for two corrole NH tautomers seems to be small, but the difference in the transition energies for the Soret region amounts up to ∼1000 cm −1 . Soret band splitting in corroles and observation of two distinct transitions has been discussed previously. 10a,12c, 22, 23 The splitting was first observed for meso-substitution with sterically demanding groups and was suggested to be an intrinsic property of sterically hindered meso-triarylcorroles.
22,23
A 2 B-type corroles 5,15-bis(2,6-dichlorophenyl)-10-(4-cyanophenyl)corrole and 5,15-dimesityl-10-(4-cyanophenyl)-corrole showed Soret band splitting of the same order of magnitude: 891 and 1007 cm −1 , respectively. 10a This observation is in line with findings on an ortho effect in porphyrins, where 2,6-dichlorophenyl and 2,6-dimethylphenyl meso-substituents were found to have about the same effect. 24 At the same time, an A 2 B-type corrole bearing two 4,6-dichloropyrimidin-5-yl groups and the same B-group (i.e., 4-cyanophenyl) shows no distinct splitting: the Soret band has a Moreover, in AB 2 -type 5,15-bis(2,6-dichlorophenyl)-10-(4,6-dichloropyrimidin-5-yl)corrole, where two additional orthochlorine atoms appear, there was also no splitting observed. Thus, one can conclude that steric hindrance (alone) cannot explain the splitting of the Soret band. We propose that the main contribution in Soret band splitting originates from the coexistence of two corrole NH tautomers, even in fluid solution at room temperature. The temperature dependence shown above, indicating that these two absorption bands belong to different species, provides strong support for this hypothesis. The value of the splitting between the two NH tautomers seems to be mostly due to electronic effects. For example, when comparing the two AB 2 -type corroles 5,15-bis(2,6-dichlorophenyl)-10-(4,6-dichloropyrimidin-5-yl)corrole and 5,15-dimesityl-10-(4,6-dichloropyrimidin-5-yl)corrole, 12c having about the same steric hindrance due to ortho effects, a rather small splitting was observed in the former case, resulting in a weak long wavelength shoulder on the main peak at 415 nm, whereas in the latter case, two distinct bands with maxima at 412 and 428 nm were found, giving rise to a Soret band splitting of 907 cm
Thus, all the arguments above support the assignment of the most intense bands in the Soret region, with maxima at 410 and 427 nm, as belonging to the two individual NH tautomers of Fb corrole H 3 AB 2 . The following protonation studies and theoretical treatment of the titration curves provide additional evidence for this assignment. Moreover, a large set of spectroscopic data on the individual optical (fluorescence) properties of corrole NH tautomers in solution in a large temperature range, confirming this view, has also been reported in one companion article. 25 The evolution of the ground state absorption spectra upon going from Fb H 3 AB 2 corrole to protonated H 4 AB 2 + corrole during titration with sulfuric acid at 293 K is shown in Figure 2 . The same set of isosbestic points was observed over the course of the whole titration procedure, pointing out a single protonation equilibrium leading to formation of protonated H 4 AB 2 + corrole without any intermediate. The positions of the isosbestic points were the same as those measured above for the equimolar concentration of Fb and protonated corrole in a wide temperature range (see Figure 1) . The titration was repeated at 298 K and has revealed essentially the same spectral evolution. Surprisingly, the corresponding titration curves ( Figure 3 shows the one taken at 298 K) demonstrate two distinct steps in the protonation kinetics. At low acid concentrations, the absorbance is going down very fast and it is slowing down at the final stages. About 70−80% of absorbance changes are observed within the first stage and the remainder occurs within the second one. Having determined the coordinates of the folding point in the titration curve using a known procedure, 26 the two protonation steps were separated, and the corresponding protonation constants were calculated. The values of the protonation constants for the first (K b1 ) and second (K b2 ) steps were 151 and 41, respectively, with corresponding log K values of 2.18 and 1.6.
The involvement of different protonation sites (corrole macrocycle vs meso-pyrimidinyl substituent), as was found for the meso-pyridyl-substituted corroles reported by Kadish et al., 10b could be excluded in the case under consideration due to the clear spectral evidence of one single protonation product (as described above): exactly the same absorbance was observed for the protonated species, fitting well to the available spectra of the core-protonated forms for other triarylcorroles, 10 at both the first and second protonation step, and the set of isosbestic points was identical as well. This is in contract with the case described by Kadish et al. 10b in which the macrocycle core and the pyridyl substituents were protonated at clearly distinct protonation steps, and the spectra at the corresponding titration steps were drastically different. An additional important observation was that an increase in the number of pyridyl units ultimately led to an increase in the number of protonation steps.
10b Preliminary data obtained by us for meso- pyrimidinylcorroles bearing one (AB 2 -type), two (A 2 B-type), and three (A 3 -type) pyrimidinyl groups 12a,d indicated, however, that in all cases (i.e., either two protonation steps were observed at lower temperature or one protonation step was found at elevated temperatures), the absorption spectrum of the protonated product was the same, illustrating that the meso substituents are likely not involved in the observed acid−base equilibria. Such a behavior does not come as a real surprise since pristine pyrimidine is known to have a noticeably lower basicity (pK a = 1.23) compared to pyridine (pK a = 5.3). Thus, one can quite safely conclude that the same protonated H 4 AB 2 + corrole molecules seem to form with two different rates, i.e., the two NH tautomers have different basicity.
Having formed a single protonation product without any intermediate species, the two distinct rates in the protonation kinetics can arise from heterogeneity of the initial Fb molecules. The possible contribution of dimer formation to the observed absorbance changes can be excluded since the corrole concentrations were well below the aggregation limit (as pointed out in the experimental section). Therefore, the individual protonation of NH tautomers of corrole H 3 AB 2 seems to be the only plausible explanation. If this assumption is valid, the proportion of the two NH tautomer concentrations will vary during the course of the protonation as the contribution from the quickly reacting NH tautomer should decrease faster. The absorption spectrum of the nonprotonated species A(λ)[H 3 AB 2 ] can be calculated at every concentration of added acid, i.e., at each point during the course of the titration. To obtain such a spectrum, the spectrum of monoprotonated molecules, scaled to the percentage of protonation p at a given acid concentration, pA(λ)[H 4 AB 2 + ], should be subtracted from the total absorption spectrum A λ measured at a given acid concentration. The percentage of protonation can easily be calculated due to the small overlap of the long-wavelength absorption bands of the Fb corrole and its monoprotonated counterpart in the spectral range above 640 nm. The p value is equal to the ratio A(λ i ) [ The calculated absorption spectra for nonprotonated species A(λ)[H 3 AB 2 ] at different percentages of protonation in the Soret band region are displayed in Figure 4 . Indeed, changes in the absorption spectra of the nonprotonated species were observed during the course of protonation. The absorbance ratio of the two peaks in the Soret band region A(427)/A(410) tends to decrease with increasing percentage of protonation. Therefore, one can state that our suggestion on the heterogeneity of Fb corroles due to coexistence of two NH tautomers is supported by the obtained absorption spectra at different protonation steps. Thus, the long wavelength tautomer T1 assigned to the Soret band at 427 nm seems to be the quickly reacting one since, in solutions with a high percentage of protonated molecules, its contribution to the total absorbance decreases markedly. On the contrary, the short wavelength tautomer T2 peaking at 410 nm has a much slower protonation rate. At the very end of the titration, it should dominate in the absorbance of nonprotonated molecules.
Thus, the solution during the course of the titration should be considered as consisting of three species, instead of a binary system, due to the presence of two Fb corrole NH tautomers and the protonated species. In general, when two processes take place in solution simultaneously, the isosbestic points should change. However, as we have already stated above, the isosbestic points in the absorption spectra do not move during the course of the titration. This apparent contradiction needs to be explained. The spectra presented in Figure 4 indicate that the absorbance of each of the two NH tautomers is accidentally the same (within experimental uncertainty) in the spectral regions where the isosbestic points for the transition from Fb to monoprotonated species are found (see above and compare Figures 2 and 4) . Therefore, mutual exchange between the two NH tautomers cannot afford an additional contribution to the absorbance. Spectral changes observed are due to the formation of protonated species, and the same set of isosbestic points is observed during the course of the whole titration procedure as a result. Additionally, we should underline here that there is no complete conversion between the corrole NH tautomers, but only a change in the population ratio. This is due to the fact that a more complicated scheme of mutual equilibria of three species arises if the protonation occurs in addition to NH tautomerization (Scheme 2). One can see that, in such a case, six processes are involved in the equilibrium between the two NH tautomers instead of two as it is the case without the addition of acid.
The possibility of exchange between the corrole NH tautomers and the relationship of the probabilities of T1 → T2 and T2 → T1 tautomerization with those for protonation of the T1 and T2 tautomers seem to be the key features of the case under consideration. As the first limit, let us assume that both probabilities T1 → T2 and T2 → T1 are identical and equal to zero, i.e., NH tautomerization is frozen. Having both NH tautomers in observable concentrations, the protonation of each of them occurs independently. A plot of the amount of protonated species as a function of the acid concentration would reveal two distinct steps in case the protonation rates are different. The larger the difference in the protonation rates of the NH tautomers, the larger the difference in the slope of the two steps on the plot. The second limit occurs when NH tautomerization is much faster than the protonation rate. The overall protonation reaction will be limited by the protonation rate. Therefore, formation of the protonated species is preferred to occur with the quickly reacting NH tautomer or, in terms of the reaction kinetics, within one step. The slope of the dependence should be that of the quickly reacting NH tautomer in this limiting case.
The time scale and rates of the processes involved can be roughly estimated by means of comparison with the wellstudied phenomenon of quenching of excited states by molecular oxygen. 27 Thus, for the quenching of the fluorescence of porphyrins in most organic solvents, the diffusion-controlled bimolecular rate constant is of the order of 1 × 10 10 (M·s) −1 . 28 When the monomolecular (i.e., without quenching by oxygen) fluorescence lifetime is of the order of 1 ns, the quenching efficiency is negligibly small, i.e., molecules can deactivate without interaction with oxygen. The published data for the studied pyrimidinylcorrole 12c indicate that its fluorescence lifetime is about 2.5 ns, and bands belonging to both corrole NH tautomers are observed in the fluorescence spectra. Therefore, one can suggest that the corrole finds itself in one or another tautomeric form for at least a few nanoseconds. Then, on the basis of the average value of the proton diffusion coefficient D H+ = 1 × 10 −4 cm 2 ·s −1 in solvents with viscosity of ∼1 mPa·s at 300 K and assuming the interaction radius R for protonation to be equal to the distance from the macrocycle center to the meso-carbon position (0.34 nm), the diffusion-controlled protonation rate constant can be . Thus, one can conclude that the processes we deal with in this work happen on the nanosecond time-scale, as is observed for fluorescence quenching by molecular oxygen. It is likely that this nanosecond time domain lies at the critical point between the two cases of corrole protonation described above. Therefore, a very precise tuning of the reaction conditions by means of a rather small increase in temperature allows to switch protonation to another regime. It is important to stress again that both the corrole NH tautomerization rate and the diffusion-controlled protonation reaction are temperature dependent. Therefore, the change we observe for the protonation process results from a complex function of temperature with several independent parameters involved. A more detailed mechanism of the temperature dependence of the protonation of corroles deserves and requires a separate indepth study.
However, more insight into the problem can already be achieved by consideration of a phenomenological theoretical model describing the system. 29 The case we deal with seems to be close to the first limiting case, i.e., the exchange rate between the T1 and T2 tautomers is much slower as compared to the protonation rate at 298 K. The narrow pH range for protonation and the steepness of the protonation curve allow us to suggest that dissociation of the protonated corrole can be neglected. Therefore, protonation will be considered as an irreversible process. In such a case, the theoretical considerations can be simplified. In this approximation, the system is represented by two noninteracting tautomers T1 and T2, whose populations before the titration procedure are due to thermal equilibrium, as was shown above (Figure 1, inset) . Thus, the NH tautomer populations before titration (at t 0 ) are subject to the rule
where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, depending on the temperature and energy barriers for tautomerization. The system of differential equations for the stationary NH tautomer concentrations T1 and T2 in dimensionless form is the following:
where T1, T2, C, and D are dimensionless normalized concentrations of Fb corrole NH tautomers and monoprotonated corrole and acid, respectively, and χ is the ratio of the protonation constants for tautomers T1 to T2. From these equations, the following relationships can be derived:
This gives
where β is the quantity of acid added to solution at a given protonation step. Relationships 6.1−6.3 are valid for both dynamic and stationary regimes. From eqs 4.1 and 4.2, after integration, one can obtain, that T1  T1   T2  T2  and  T2  T2 T1 T1
where the ratios (T1)/(T1 0 ) and (T2)/(T2 0 ) represent the residual ratios of tautomers T1 and T2 at each protonation step. One can see that, before the titration procedure, (T1)/ (T1 0 ) = (T2)/(T2 0 ) ≡ 1, and after complete conversion of Fb corrole in the monoprotonated form, (T1)/(T1 0 ) = (T2)/ (T2 0 ) ≡ 0. However, the ratios (T1)/(T1 0 ) and (T2)/(T2 0 ) have different dependencies on the expended acid quantity β. This is a consequence of the nonlinear character of the system of eqs 4.1−4.4. This means that tautomers T1 and T2 coexist during the whole titration procedure, as one can see from Figure 4 , and both of them disappear at the same final protonation step. However, the proportion of concentrations of T1 and T2 tautomers will vary during the protonation procedure, with the difference being larger when χ is higher ( Figure 5 ). From system 6.1−6.3, the next relationships are derived for 0 ≤ β ≤ 1:
One can see that the sums of the concentrations of Fb tautomers T1 + T2 and the concentration of monoprotonated species C are linear functions of the expended acid β. Thus, neither of these dependencies can be used for direct determination of the amount of reacting species in solution. However, the signal we measure in the titration experiments is proportional to the absorbance changes of both initial species (i.e., NH tautomers T1 and T2) and the monoprotonated corrole. At a given wavelength λ, each of these species has its own extinction coefficient ε i (λ). The expression for the spectrophotometrical signal is proportional to the sum S(λ) ≈ ε T1 (λ)T1 + ε T2 (λ)T2 + ε C (λ)C. Therefore, the experiment is able to reveal the nonlinear character of the protonation, which results in the bend in the titration curve. It is easy to obtain the parametrical equations for T1 as a function of β and T1 0 or for T2 as a function of β and T2 0 (or T1 0 ) for 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. Thus, one can find by combining the eqs 7.1−7.2 and 8.1: The functions 9.1 and 9.2 represent dependencies of concentration of either tautomer T1 or tautomer T2 on the expended acid β and initial concentration (T2 0 or T1 0 ) in implicit form. One can use it to prepare the corresponding plots ( Figure 6 ). The shape of the titration curve depends on the initial conditions. The temperature is one of the factors that strongly influence these conditions. Temperature is known to be a major factor to change the probability of NH tautomerization in tetrapyrrolic compounds.
5,30 Temperature-dependent NMR measurements revealed that NH tautomerization for a series of triaryl-substituted corroles does not occur at temperatures around 200 K (on the NMR time scale), but a minor increase in temperature leads to a fast increase in the tautomerization rate. 30 Therefore, the ratio of quickly reacting to slowly reacting NH tautomers, which undergo protonation, would increase dramatically with temperature since the former becomes a trap with respect to the slowly reacting one due to the much higher probability of protonation of the quickly reacting NH tautomer.
Therefore, titrations at elevated temperatures can be suggested to testify the proposed model. If the proposed model is valid, the increase in the NH tautomerization rate with temperature would ultimately lead to a change of the titration curve for protonation. Indeed, an increase in temperature to 308 K led to dramatic changes in the protonation titration curve: only one step was revealed. The same situation was found at 318 K as well. Absorption spectra measured during the protonation at 318 K along with the corresponding titration curve are presented in Figure 7 . The values of the protonation constant K b were measured to be 151 and 145 at 308 and 318 K, respectively. These values are equal, within experimental uncertainty, to the protonation constant K b2 = 151 determined for the quickly reacting NH tautomer at 298 K. Indeed, preferential protonation takes place for the quickly reacting tautomer at elevated temperatures in both cases. Therefore, one can state that the protonation of individual corrole tautomers is indeed observed at temperatures in the range of 293−298 K.
Individual NH tautomers apparently can be distinguished by their protonation constants, which differ by approximately a factor of 3.5 in the case of meso-pyrimidinylcorrole H 3 AB 2 . This difference seems to have both an electronic and structural origin. Because of the asymmetry of the corrole macrocycle, the two NH tautomers have different electronic structures, which can clearly be seen in their absorption spectra. Thus, the splitting between the Soret band maxima for the T1 and T2 tautomers is about 970 cm −1 . Such a large splitting value undoubtedly results from a difference in the electronic density distribution in the macrocycle. However, in accordance with published X-ray data, the corrole macrocycle undergoes substantial nonplanar distortions due to steric hindrance of three hydrogen atoms in the macrocyclic core.
8a,31 Formation of nonplanar conformers in the case of mono-and diprotonated porphyrins has been known for a long time. 20 The degree of distortion in the case of corroles can be even higher since the macrocyclic core is smaller compared to that of porphyrins. Moreover, depending on which of the two tautomers is being formed, the distortion pattern was found to be different. 8a Analysis of X-ray data showed that the hydrogen-free pyrrolenine ring (i.e., the ring to be protonated) lies in about the mean corrole plane in both cases, whereas the tilting angles for the neighboring pyrrole rings differ for about 9°for the two NH tautomers. These structural differences for the two NH tautomers at the site next to the hydrogen-free nitrogen atom are likely to account for the differences in the protonation rates as well.
In the above discussion, we have reported on the results obtained in EtOH solution. However, ethanol does not bring any exclusivity to the acid−base equilibria observed. Exactly the same behavior was found upon titration of meso-pyrimidinylcorrole H 3 AB 2 in 2-Me-THF. At the same time, we should point out that the solvent dependence of the (pyrimidinyl)-corrole spectra is quite strong. The source of this pronounced solvent dependence was found to be the high acidity of the corrole, enabling its deprotonated form to be easily stabilized in several solvents. 32 As a result, Fb, fully deprotonated or Fbdeprotonated species mixtures of different proportions can be found depending on the solvent. However, when the Fb was the starting species in the titration studies, no difference in the protonation behavior was observed as compared to the case described above for EtOH. When the titration started from the deprotonated species (e.g., in MeCN), an additional (very fast) step led to the formation of the Fb species, and then, the protonation proceeded in the same manner as reported above.
The number of corrole derivatives for which titration studies have been carried out to date is very limited.
9c,10 mesoPyrimidinylcorroles are most probably not the only group of corroles able to reveal individual protonation of NH tautomers. A number of parameters are involved here; the substitution pattern, solution properties (viscosity and polarity of the solvent; type of acid chosen for the titration), and temperature. The AB 2 -meso-pyrimidinylcorrole studied in this article seems to be simply the first one for which the appropriate conditions have been achieved, thus allowing a favorable relationship between the NH tautomerization and the protonation rates. In our opinion, due to their electronic properties, pyrimidinyl substituents might be able to slow down the rate of the NH tautomerization, as compared to other studied corrole derivatives, thus facilitating observation of individual tautomer protonation. To elucidate all the peculiarities of the influence of the pyrimidinyl substituent on the formation of monoprotonated species, additional experiments should be performed, which are currently carried out within our laboratories. Inspired by the findings presented in this article, detailed studies of the optical properties of both ground and excited states for individual NH tautomers and the influence of the coexistence of two tautomer species on the formation of the spectral signatures of corroles in solution have been conducted as well. These results will be published in the companion articles. 25, 32 ■ CONCLUSIONS In this article, we have investigated the protonation of a freebase meso-pyrimidinyl-substituted AB 2 -corrole in ethanol solution by stepwise addition of sulfuric acid (via UV−vis absorption studies), with the aim to estimate its basicity and potential anion binding features. During this study, it was noticed that the contribution of the two corrole NH tautomers to the general protonation mechanism could be visualized, depending on the temperature at which the protonation experiment was conducted. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first well-illustrated spectrophotometric observation of individual properties of corrole NH tautomers. Evidences for the contribution of both tautomers as well as their optical features are discussed based on spectroscopic results and simulation data.
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By this study, a few pending issues/controversies in the corrole (spectroscopy) field, the ongoing debate on the possible contribution of corrole NH tautomers to their spectroscopic signatures 8 and hypotheses on the reason of the Soret band splitting for free-base corroles, 10a,12c,22,23 have been clarified to a large extent. The obtained results are hence estimated to be of significant importance to improve the understanding of structure−property relationships in mesosubstituted corroles. 
